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This New York Times bestselling cookbook from Danielle Walker presents 125 recipes for grain-free, dairy-free, and
gluten-free comfort food dishes for holidays and special occasions. NAMED ONE OF THE FIVE BEST GLUTEN-FREE
COOKBOOKS OF ALL TIME BY MINDBODYGREEN When people adopt a new diet for health or personal reasons, they
worry most about the parties, holidays, and events with strong food traditions, fearing their fond memories will be lost
along with the newly eliminated food groups. After suffering for years with a debilitating autoimmune disease and missing
many of these special occasions herself, Danielle Walker has revived the joy that cooking for holidays can bring in
Danielle Walker's Against All Grain Celebrations, a collection of recipes and menus for twelve special occasions
throughout the year. Featuring a variety of birthday cakes, finger foods to serve at a baby or bridal shower, and re-
creations of backyard barbecue standards like peach cobbler and corn bread, Danielle includes all of the classics.
There’s a full Thanksgiving spread—complete with turkey and stuffing, creamy green bean casserole, and pies—and
menus for Christmas dinner; a New Year's Eve cocktail party and Easter brunch are covered, along with suggestions for
beverages and cocktails and the all-important desserts. Recipes can be mixed and matched among the various
occasions, and many of the dishes are simple enough for everyday cooking. Stunning full-color photographs of every
dish make browsing the pages as delightful as cooking the recipes, and beautiful party images provide approachable and
creative entertaining ideas. Making recipes using unfamiliar ingredients can cause anxiety, and while trying a new menu
on a regular weeknight leaves some room for error, the meal simply cannot fail when you have a table full of guests
celebrating a special occasion. Danielle has transformed her most cherished family traditions into trustworthy recipes you
can feel confident serving, whether you’re hosting a special guest with food allergies, or cooking for a crowd of regular
grain-eaters.
Eighty delicious, healthful, and diverse vegan breakfasts to plant-ify your mornings Breakfast is a key part of a balanced
and nourished day—but for vegans it can also be the hardest meal to enjoy. Traditional breakfast fare is often loaded with
animal products, leaving few options besides fruit and basic grains. But with The Ultimate Vegan Breakfast Book, vegans
will have a new reason to say “good morning” thanks to these satisfying, nutritious, and flavorful recipes to start every
day, whether you're looking for something . . . Fast: Unwrap a Breakfast Burrito with mushroom and chickpea
“scramble,” or spoon up some ‘Nana Nice Cream with overnight oats for concentrated energy on the go. Filling: Boost
your workouts with Power Waffles, Breakfast Sausage, Tempeh Bacon, and mini Breakfast Burgers. Fresh: Relax and
greet the sun with a tropical Green Smoothie Bowl, or sip your way to a healthy glow with the Super Antioxidant Shake.
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Fun: Wow your brunch guests with Glazed Baked Donuts and Pesto Bread, and whip up batches of fresh nut butters and
jams for a treat any time of day! With this comprehensive guide to all things breakfast, plant lovers have a whole new
reason to savor mornings. “Everyone wants to be healthier and have more energy, especially in the morning. These
scrumptious vegan recipes are a delicious way to achieve both, your way, at the breakfast table. Nadine and Jörg make it
easy and fun to have mornings that not only taste good, but make us feel great.” —Jennifer Iserloh, author of The Healing
Slow Cooker
OBSERVER RISING STAR OF FOOD, 2019 Rachel is vegan goals. Find brilliant plant-based dishes that make cooking
and enjoying delicious vegan food every day genuinely easy – and fun - in Rachel Ama’s Vegan Eats. No bland or
boring dishes, and forget all-day cooking. Rachel takes inspiration from naturally vegan dishes and cuisines as well as
her Caribbean and West African roots to create great full-flavour recipes that are easy to make and will inspire you to
make vegan food part of your daily life. Rachel’s recipes are quick and often one-pot; ingredients lists are short and
supermarket-friendly; dishes can be prepped-ahead and, most importantly, she has included a song with each recipe so
that you have a banging playlist to go alongside every plate of delicious food. Cinnamon French toast with strawberries
Chickpea sweet potato falafel Peanut rice and veg stir-fry Caribbean fritters Plantain burger Tabbouleh salad Carrot cake
waffles with cashew frosting So if you share Rachel's attitude that vegan food should fit into your life with ease and
pleasure – whether you are a fully fledged vegan looking for new ideas, want to reduce your meat intake, make more
environmentally friendly food choices, or just keen to eat more veg – Rachel’s genius cookbook is for you.
Offers recipes for low-fat African American dishes made with fresh ingredients and minimal amounts of salt and refined
sugar, along with tips on using healthy cooking techniques and buying local, seasonal products. Original.
Say goodbye to dry, boring and overly processed and hello to easy, fun and delicious veggie burgers and burritos from
Sophia DeSantis. These next level veggie burgers and burritos are approachable for any chef, and Sophia’s mind
blowing flavor combinations are unlike any other you’ve ever had. All burgers and burritos are plant-based, gluten-free
and refined-sugar free, and feature real, whole food ingredients, as well as side dish and sauce pairings. Excite your
tastebuds and feel satisfied and nourished with the unique and internationally inspired combinations that bring to together
flavors even meat eaters will enjoy. Recipes include Smoky Hawaiian, Tangy Black Bean and Chiles and Curry burgers
to burritos like Crispy Cauliflower “Fish”, Greek Orzo and Thai Burritos. Sophia also includes notes on how to make
some of the more exotic burgers and burritos accessible for kids and babies, and sauces like Sriracha Mayo and her
coveted vegan sour cream recipe that she’s been perfecting for years. This book features 75 delicious recipes and 75
mouth-watering photos.
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Grilling Vegan Style125 Fired-Up Recipes to Turn Every Bite into a Backyard BBQDa Capo Lifelong Books
Vegan Barbecue Vegans don
Eat vegan—for less! Between low-paying jobs, car troubles, student loans, vet bills, and trying to pay down credit card
debt, Toni Okamoto spent most of her early adult life living paycheck to paycheck. So when she became a vegan at age
20, she worried: How would she be able to afford that kind of lifestyle change? Then she discovered how to be plant-
based on a budget. Through her popular website, Toni has taught hundreds of thousands of people how to eat a plant-
strong diet while saving money in the process. With Plant-Based on a Budget, going vegan is not only an attainable goal,
but the best choice for your health, the planet—and your wallet. Toni's guidance doesn't just help you save money—it helps
you save time, too. Every recipe in this book can be ready in around 30 minutes or less. Through her imaginative and
incredibly customizable recipes, Toni empowers readers to make their own substitutions based on the ingredients they
have on hand, reducing food waste in the process. Inside discover 100 of Toni's "frugal but delicious" recipes, including:
• 5-Ingredient Peanut Butter Bites • Banana Zucchini Pancakes • Sick Day Soup • Lentils and Sweet Potato Bowl • PB
Ramen Stir Fry • Tofu Veggie Gravy Bowl • Jackfruit Carnita Tacos • Depression Era Cupcakes • Real Deal Chocolate
Chip Cookies With a foreword by Michael Greger, MD, Plant-Based on a Budget gives you everything you need to make
plant-based eating easy, accessible, and most of all, affordable. Featured in the groundbreaking documentary What the
Health
This BBQ Journal with a funny cover design WORLD'S WORST VEGAN will help you as your personal Pitmaster's Logbook to record track
about all your grilling sessions with family and friends at your garden party. It is a very helpful tool to write down important details about meat
quality of briskets, pulled pork, sausages, temperature and recipe. Different conditions will have impact on your success. With this journal you
will be supported to develop yourself from an amateur to an expert grillmaster by having all important notes and recipes written down to use
for the next grilling session. Use it as your personalized cookbook. Keep all your Barbecue notes organized to become a professional
smoking and grilling hero Features of this journal: 6 x 9" inches Softcover Journal Book 120 matte pages (Lined) Useful size for all purposes,
can be taken in your purse, handbag, carrying case, backpack Great to take record of during your BBQ session and for taking notes, thoughts
and ideas while you're grilling
A guide to creating vegan versions of pantry staples--from dairy and meat substitutes such as vegan yogurt, mayo, bacon, and cheese, to
dressings, sauces, cookies, and more. Kitchen crafters know the pleasure of making their own staples and specialty foods, whether it's
cultured sour cream or a stellar soup stock. It's a fresher, healthier, more natural approach to eating and living. Now vegans who are sick of
buying over-processed, over-packaged products can finally join the homemade revolution. Studded with full-color photos, The Homemade
Vegan Pantry celebrates beautiful, handcrafted foods that don't take a ton of time, from ice cream and pizza dough, to granola and breakfast
sausage. Miyoko Schinner guides readers through the techniques for making French-style buttercreams, roasted tomatoes, and pasta without
special equipment. Her easy methods make "slow food" fast, and full of flavor. The Homemade Vegan Pantry raises the bar on plant-based
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cuisine, not only for vegans and vegetarians, but also for the growing number of Americans looking to eat lighter and healthier, and anyone
interested in a handcrafted approach to food.
America's Test Kitchen decodes and demystifies vegan cooking so you can reap its many benefits. Avoid the pitfalls of bland food, lack of
variety, and overprocessed ingredients with approachable, fresh, vibrant recipes. Can vegan cooking be flavorful? Satisfying? Easy to make?
Through rigorous testing on the science of vegan cooking, America's Test Kitchen addresses these questions head-on, finding great-tasting
and filling vegan protein options, cooking without dairy, preparing different whole grains and vegetables, and even baking. Reimagine
mealtime by celebrating vegetables at the center of the plate and in salads and grain bowls. Take a new look at comfort foods with a
surprisingly rich and creamy lasagna or hearty burger with all the fixings. Bake the perfect chewy chocolate chip cookie or a layer cake that
stands tall for any celebration. With more than 200 rigorously-tested vibrant recipes, this cookbook has something satisfying for everyone--the
committed vegan or simply those looking to freshen up their cooking.
Five years ago, popular blogger Brandi Doming of The Vegan 8 became a vegan, overhauling the way she and her family ate after a health
diagnosis for her husband. The effects have been life-changing. Her recipes rely on refreshingly short ingredient lists that are ideal for anyone
new to plant-based cooking or seeking simplified, wholesome, family-friendly options for weeknight dinners. All of the recipes are dairy-free
and most are oil-free, gluten-free, and nut-free (if not, Brandi offers suitable alternatives), and ideally tailored to meet the needs of an array of
health conditions. Each of the 100 recipes uses just 8 or fewer ingredients (not including salt, pepper, or water) to create satisfying,
comforting meals from breakfast to dessert that your family--even the non-vegans--will love. Try Bakery-Style Blueberry Muffins, Fool 'Em
"Cream Cheese" Spinach-Artichoke Dip, Cajun Veggie and Potato Chowder, Skillet Baked Mac n' Cheese, and No-Bake Chocolate Espresso
Fudge Cake.
Annie and Dan Shannon, the authors of Betty Goes Vegan, are back. In their new book, they show readers how to cook creatively and thriftily
with recipes, sidebars, and tips on stocking a pantry and using ingredients creatively. Most recipes result in leftover ingredients and servings
that can be reused in multiple ways, reducing waste in your kitchen while keeping your meals fresh and flavorful. Inspired by the recipes and
cost-saving techniques used during the Depression and World War II and paying a vegan homage to Julia Child, The Shannons have figured
out how to get the most out of what you've already invested so that you can spend less and get more. With recipes like Korean Kimchi BBQ
Burgers, Vegan Yankee Pot Roast, Not-cho Everyday Chili Dogs, and Savannah Pecan Pies, MASTERING THE ART OF VEGAN COOKING
offers a way to make eating vegan both affordable and delicious.
The perfect blank templated recipe book journal for any bbq chef who loves to grill meat. Keep track of all your favorite grilling recipes with
this cool gift!
'These lovely boys always create incredibly tasty food.' Jamie Oliver David and Stephen Flynn put fun, deliciousness and friendship at the
heart of their cooking. By showing that vegetarian food is endlessly varied, packed full of flavour and amazingly easy to prepare they want to
spread the love for fruit and veg! The World of the Happy Pear is inspired by David and Stephen's family, friends and the international team at
their legendary café. It includes over 100 mouth-watering and totally doable recipes - like Grilled Halloumi Burger with Sweet Chilli Ketchup
and a Garlic Tahini Mayo ... Fennel, Ruby Grapefruit, Avocado and Blueberry Salad ... Chocolate and Salted Caramel Tart. There is advice
on getting children to love the stuff that's good for them and top tips on the tasty vegetarian approach to everything from BBQs and burgers to
ice cream and Pavlova. Become part of the world of the Happy Pear and discover a feast of healthy yummy food that will transform your
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eating! 'The poster boys for a healthy way of life!' Sunday Times 'Proper good food ... hearty, decent and delicious' Russell Brand 'A healthy
eating phenomenon' Mail on Sunday 'These twins are on a roll' Time Out '[They] couldn't look healthier or happier ... poster boys for
vegetarianism' The Times
La saison des barbecues arrive... Pas de panique ! Voici plein de pistes gourmandes pour vous aventurer sur le terrain merveilleux des
grillades 100 % végétales. Brochettes de panisses, merguez de haricots rouges, avocats grillés, sauces parfumées, desserts caramélisés...
de quoi faire durer le plaisir jusqu'au bout de la nuit.
Live a healthy vegan lifestyle without breaking the bank with these 99 affordable and delicious plant-based recipes. Frugal Vegan teaches
you how to avoid pricey perishables and special ingredients, and still enjoy nutritious, exciting food at every meal. Learn the tips and tricks to
creating plant-based cuisine on a budget and fill yourself up with a delicious feast. Katie Koteen and Kate Kasbee are your guides to
changing up your vegan cooking routine using less expensive ingredients. There’s a meal idea for every time of day, whether it’s a hearty
breakfast of Pineapple Scones or Biscuits and Gravy; a Backyard BBQ Bowl or Crunchy Thai Salad for lunch; or Beer Battered Avocado and
Black Bean Tacos, Mushroom Stroganoff or Chickpea Curry for dinner. Host movie night with a delicious snack like Salted Peanut Butter
Popcorn, or indulge in Chocolate Coconut Cream Puffs for dessert. With practical tips and approachable recipes, Frugal Vegan will help you
create stunning plant-based meals that’ll not only save you money, but save you time in the kitchen, too.
Nothing says summer more than a feast hot off the barbecue. Grilling Vegan Style serves up backyard cooking and entertaining like never
before. Running the gamut from plant-based appetizers, salads, sides, kabobs, and burgers to main dishes, desserts, and, of course,
cocktails, John Schlimm also demonstrates the art of grilling faux meats, with key info on everything you need for proper heat and the best
taste. With color photographs throughout, this cookbook ensures that the magic of a summer barbecue or a night around the campfire can
ignite your taste buds all year long.
The Only Vegan Cookbook You'll Ever Need Seven standout authors have joined forces to create this definitive vegan reference book. With
more than 600 recipes, this indispensible kitchen staple is perfect for seasoned vegans looking to build their repertoires, cooks new to the
basics of plant-based cuisine and curious meat-eaters on the hunt for new flavors. Gluten-free, soy-free and sugar-free options are included,
and many recipes come together in 30 minutes or less. Offering unbeatable variety and covering everything from main dishes, sides, soups
and salads to breakfasts, beverages, desserts and pantry staples, these experienced and creative vegan authorities have you covered.
Tempted to try your hand at vegan food but don't know where to start? Or even just to make meat-free Monday a regular thing? Long gone
are the days of vegan food being dull and worthy: Vegan 100 is bold, vibrant and gorgeous. Going vegan was the best decision Gaz Oakley
ever made. Gaz, aka Avant-Garde Vegan, was once a meat eater and often didn't feel well. Overnight, he decided to go vegan for the health
benefits, for his love of animals and to do his part in looking after the planet. He found that, as a trained chef, it was surprisingly easy to get
big tastes and colours into vegan dishes without compromise, and he also noticed an improvement in the way he felt. The emphasis in Gaz's
100 amazing vegan recipes is first and foremost on FLAVOUR. From Kentucky Fried Chick'n and Fillet "Steak" Wellington to Chocolate Tart
and Summer Berry Mousse Cake, it's all incredible-tasting food that just happens to be vegan. Delectable, beautiful and packed with dishes
that are good for you, this is like no other vegan cookbook.
The past few years have seen an explosion of interest in cooking over fire, with cooks all over the world seeking to get elemental in their
cooking. But fire and smoke doesn't always have to be about hunks of meat. Chargrilling and barbecue are a fantastic way of getting the
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maximum flavour out of versatile vegetables. If you're bored of beefburgers, or if you're vegetarian and want more than scorched sweetcorn
and chewy halloumi, then Charred offers up over 70 original, exciting recipes to cater for all your veggie BBQ needs. With sections on Stuffed
and wrapped veg, Burgers and fritters, Kebabs, Low, slow and smoked, and Sharing Platters, the vegetarian dishes will be the highlight of
every meal, with the likes of whole roast cauliflower drenched in spiced garlic butter, griddled radicchio with burrata and figs, or corn on the
cob with Cambodian coconut, lime and chilli. Live-fire and BBQ expert Genevieve Taylor has developed these inventive, sensational dishes
so that they can just as easily be cooked in a grill pan or conventional oven, year-round. Celebrate the magic that happens when glorious veg
meet flame!
The highly anticipated cookbook from the immensely popular food blog Minimalist Baker, featuring 101 all-new simple, vegan recipes that all
require 10 ingredients or less, 1 bowl or 1 pot, or 30 minutes or less to prepare Dana Shultz founded the Minimalist Baker blog in 2012 to
share her passion for simple cooking and quickly gained a devoted worldwide following. Now, in this long-awaited debut cookbook, Dana
shares 101 vibrant, simple recipes that are entirely plant-based, mostly gluten-free, and 100% delicious. Packed with gorgeous photography,
this practical but inspiring cookbook includes: • Recipes that each require 10 ingredients or less, can be made in one bowl, or require 30
minutes or less to prepare. • Delicious options for hearty entrées, easy sides, nourishing breakfasts, and decadent desserts—all on the table
in a snap • Essential plant-based pantry and equipment tips • Easy-to-follow, step-by-step recipes with standard and metric ingredient
measurements Minimalist Baker’s Everyday Cooking is a totally no-fuss approach to cooking for anyone who loves delicious food that
happens to be healthy too.
"Busy folks, rejoice! The recipes in The Simply Vegan Cookbook are accessible and doable, but never boring."--Melissa D'Arabian, author
and Food Network Host Forget about vegan cookbooks that require specialty ingredients and leave you unsatisfied. The Simply Vegan
Cookbook takes vegan cooking to the tastiest level with easy, delicious recipes that are fun to make and a delight to eat. Creator and host of
The Vegan Roadie, Dustin Harder has travelled over 110,000 miles--and visited every grocery store along the way-- to find out which vegan
foods are (and are not) accessible. Taking this into account, The Simply Vegan Cookbook provides healthful, balanced vegan meals using
easy-to-find, affordable vegan ingredients. From greens and beans to grains and mains, The Simply Vegan Cookbook is the most
comprehensive of vegan cookbooks to date. This vegan cookbook offers: 150 recipes with two variations each, resulting in a total of 450
recipes No more than 30 minutes of active time prep time per recipe Cooking tutorials improve your skills for making vegan staples The
Simply Vegan Cookbook gives home cooks what other vegan cookbooks don't--vegan recipes that save time, money, and your sanity.
The sunâ€™s out, your friends are coming over, the fridge is full of crisp white wine chilling nicely and youâ€™re ready to grill. But you have a
vegetarian (or two) coming - what to cook? Donâ€™t be fooled into thinking that the marriage of pure heat and raw meat is the only option.
There are so many jaw-droppingly delicious and healthy ways to cook all kinds of meat-free food over the coals or on a gas grill. Here
youâ€™ll find ultimate inspiration in chapters organized iinto Small Bites & Dips; Skewers & Kabobs; Burgers & Pockets; Hot Sides; Salads &
Slaws; Salsas, Relishes & Sauces; Sweet Treats.Â Whether itâ€™s the spicy combination of Scotch bonnet heat and sweet molasses you find
in Caribbean Sweet Potatoes, the melt-in-your-mouth Corn Cobs with Chimichurri, Mediterranean Chargrilled Veg with Saffron Mayo;
Portobello Mushroom Burgers with Grilled Halloumi and Fresh Tomato Salsa or Grilled Pineapple with Brown Sugar and Fresh Lime,
weâ€™ve sourced the best recipes from all around the globe plus quick-fix recipes for marinades, sauces, and rubs that can be used to add
flavor and fire to the simplest of vegetables. So put down those frozen bean burgers and live a little with these "101 Vegetarian Grill and BBQ
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Recipes". Your veggie guests will love you and next time you fire up the BBQ meat not even be on the menu at all.
David and Charlotte Bailey are back with a new book focusing on the different ways to cook natural, unrefined and
unprocessed vegetarian food on a grill. Exploring a growing market for cooking vegetarian food outdoors, David and
Charlotte bring their expertise and show you a wide variety of techniques and recipes for a vegetarian friendly barbecue
menu. Fresh Veggie BBQ
Great Vegan BBQ Without a Grill makes popular barbecue dishes accessible to vegans who typically have to miss out on
these meat-centric foods. With clever techniques, all of the recipes are made with everyday kitchen equipment--no grill or
smoker needed. Linda and Alex Meyer, the mother-daughter team behind the vegan food blog Veganosity, use smart
substitutions to mimic meat textures and flavors with vegetables. Readers will find a great blend of classic dishes
creatively veganized--such as Texas BBQ Brisket, Jerk Chikn' and Grilled Boneless "Wings." In addition, there's a huge
variety of burgers, hot dogs, sliders, kabobs and more, including featured recipes such as Smoky Chipotle BBQ Black
Bean Burger, Nola Grilled "Beef" Po' Boy, Pulled Shitake Mushroom BBQ, Smokey Mountain Seitan Satay and BBQ
Jackfruit with Grilled Pineapple. Plus, with all recipes made in the oven, in the slow-cooker, on the stovetop or with a grill
pan, readers can make them even if they don't have a grill or smoker. These recipes are sure to spice up readers' home
cooking routines, and they'll become staples at their summer cookouts. Never again will vegans have to rely on bland
store-bought veggie burgers. This cookbook takes vegan BBQ cooking to a whole new level that will impress even non-
vegan friends and family. This cookbook has 75 recipes and 75 color photos.
From Isa Chandra Moskowitz—the bestselling author of Veganomicon—comes a book dedicated to her true love: the home
cook. Isa Moskowitz learned to cook from cookbooks, recipe by recipe. And after a few decades of writing her own
cookbooks, she knows what the people want: easy-to-follow instructions and accessible ingredients. I Can Cook Vegan is
for cooks of all stripes: The Just-Born, Brand New Cook The Tried-and-True Seasoned Cook Who Is Tofu-Curious The
Busy Weeknight Pantry Cook (this is everyone) The Farmers’ Market Junkie Who Looks at All the Pretty Colors The
Reluctant Parent to the Vegan Child For Anyone Doing Vegan for the Animals For Anyone Doing Vegan for the Health
Each chapter is a building block to becoming a better, more competent cook. The book teaches readers to cook the way
someone might learn a new instrument: master a couple of chords, and then start to put them together to form songs.
Each chapter starts with a fresh mission, and readers will cook their way through pastas, salads, sandwiches, bowls,
sautés, sheet-pan suppers, and sweets—more than 125 recipes!—until they are ultimately the Best Cook Imaginable.
*Named one of the best new cookbooks for summer by The Washington Post!* All Your Favorite BBQ Dishes Made
Deliciously Plant-Based Great Vegan BBQ Without a Grill is the easy and convenient way to BBQ anywhere, anytime
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while keeping to your healthy vegan lifestyle. Linda Meyer and her daughter Alex take you on a tour of America’s best
BBQ, inspired by their family road trips to South Carolina, Louisiana, Texas and more. They’ll show you how to easily
replicate the smoky flavors and textures of classic BBQ meats using a grill pan or cast iron skillet—no outdoor grill or
smoker required! Sink your teeth into Texas BBQ Brisket dripping with Big Mama’s Homemade BBQ Sauce, and win the
war on bland, crumbling veggie burgers with Smoky Chipotle BBQ Black Bean Burgers. Featuring more than 70 recipes,
each paired with a mouthwatering photo, you can create a real hoedown with dishes such as “Honey” BBQ Ribz, Beer
Braised Pulled “Pork” Sandwiches, BBQ Jerk Chick’n and Carolina Coleslaw. These amazing recipes will become your
go-to vegan choices for all your BBQ cravings.
The Green Barbecue is the only vegetarian and vegan cookbook you need in 2021. With summer on the horizon, it's time
to make the most of the sunny days by sticking on the grill and getting some great food on the barbecue. If prepping a
meat-free bbq seems a challenge, think again: this collection of 75 flavour-packed and mouth-watering recipes is
completely meat-free. Whether you're entertaining for vegetarian guests or you're preparing a flexitarian feast, these
recipes are quick and easy to make, great for all the family and completely fuss-free. With a wide range of veggie-friendly
options, from griddled papaya and charred tenderstem to crispy barbecue tofu and dill-soused feta.
Over 80 recipes for vegan BBQ fans! If preparing a meat-free BBQ seems a challenge then look no further than the host
of recipes in this gorgeous, mouth-watering collection. The beautifully illustrated recipes include Quinoa and Chickpea
Burgers, Portobello Mushroom Paninis, Aubergine Gyros, Grilled Onigiri, Peppered Tofu Steaks, Cauliflower Cutlets,
Celeriac Steaks, Zucchini Parcels, Stuffed Peppers, Grilled Onions with Romesco Sauce, Crispy Potato Skins with
Guacamole, Braised Radishes in Black Pepper Butter, as well as Dips, Sauces, Salads, Salsas, Pickles, and Breads.
These startling original recipe ideas, created for you by the two food blogger and best-selling authors, will surely convince
you that not having meat or fish is no hardship when it comes to throwing a successful BBQ. So spread out the picnic
blanket, set the table in the garden or on the balcony, it's time to enjoy a perfect al fresco meal with friends and family. In
2016 a survey investigating vegan eating and lifestyle habits - the first of its kind - confirmed that over 500,000 people in
the UK are following a vegan diet, making veganism one of Britain's fastest-growing lifestyle movements.
A book that explains how to grill up fruits, veggies and faux meats includes recipes for plant-based appetizers, salads,
sides, kabobs, burgers, desserts and more. Original.
Robin Robertson has built a publishing record of successful books in the vegetarian/vegan category. Her earlier
cookbook, Fresh from the Vegetarian Slow-Cooker, established her bona fides as an expert on the creative use of slow-
cookers, and her entire body of work speaks to her ingenuity in the kitchen and the breadth of enticing ingredients and
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flavors with which she works. Fresh from the Vegan Slow-Cooker provides practical guidence on how to work with
different models of slow-cookers, taking into account the sizes of various machines, the variety of settings they offer, and
the quirks and personalities of each device. She addresses any lingering skepticism readers may have about whether
slow-cookers can have delicious, meat-free applications, and she shows how to take into account the water content of
vegetables and the absorptive qualities of grains when vegan slow-cooking. Fresh from the Vegan Slow-Cooker includes
eleven recipe chapters, four of which focus on main courses. There are homey and comforting foods in the American and
European style, such as a Rustic Pot Pie Topped with Chive Biscuits and a Ziti with Mushroom and Bell Pepper Ragu,
and there are lots of East Asian, South and Southeast Asian, and Mexican/Latin dishes, too. Beans, which cook slowly
under any circumstance, are fabulously well-suited to the slow cooker, and Robertson includes such appealing recipes as
a Crockery Cassoulet and a Greek-Style Beans with Tomatoes and Spinach. Eighteen robust chilis and stews - two more
categories that do well in the slow-cooker - include a warming Chipotle Black Bean Chili with Winter Squash and a
surprising but yummy Seitan Stroganoff. Beyond the mains, there are chapters devoted to snacks and appetizers,
desserts, breads and breakfasts, and even one on drinks. The many soy-free and gluten-free recipes are clearly
identified. Altogether, the collection offers readers loads of ways to expand their vegan repertoire and to get maximum
value from their investment in a slow-cooker.
This Notebook makes a great present for Christmas, Easter and birthdays.
Experience the happiest side of life through beautiful, nourishing foods. Ashley Melillo believes in enjoying a wide array of wholesome foods
in order to thrive—physically, mentally, and emotionally. For her blog, Blissful Basil, she finds innovative ways to use plants for fun, flavorful
dishes that keep her readers coming back. Her gorgeous debut cookbook brings brand-new recipes, plus a handful of signature dishes, from
her kitchen to yours. Blissful Basil focuses on bringing out the best flavors of whole foods and features more than 100 plant-based dishes that
will delight vegans, vegetarians, and meat-eaters alike. What's more, most of the recipes are free from gluten, soy, and refined sugars.
Inside, you'll discover a variety of new creations and fan favorites, including: - Raw Apple-Cinnamon Breakfast Parfait with Cinnamon Soft-
Serve - Burst Heirloom Tomato + SuperSeed Pesto Pasta - Cosmically Fudgy Cacao-Tahini Brownies - Crispy Parmesan Brussels Sprout
Chips with Lemon Aioli - Crispy Cauliflower Tacos with Tangy Slaw + Avocado Crema - Pile 'Em High Epic Plant-Powered Nachos Blissful
Basil offers a vibrant journey through vegan cooking, where delicious plant-based foods become the colorful foundation for meals that nourish
the body and delight the senses. When you treat plants with love and a splash of creativity, you'll discover dishes that are flavor-packed and
satisfying, whether it's a quick breakfast or a savory dinner. This is a cookbook for anyone in search of an accessible way to cook and enjoy
more delicious, health-giving meals. Make your table a blissful place where wonderful foods rejuvenate your body, delight your palette, and
enhance your well-being. With Blissful Basil, each meal is a new opportunity to choose foods that are as beneficial as they are delectable.
Transition to veganism smoothly with this interactive step-by-step guided journal to help you kickstart your vegan diet with delicious recipes,
detailed nutritional information, and prompts to record your progress. Starting to experiment with the world of vegan food? Looking for help
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keeping your healthy, plant-based eating on track? Ready to take the next step from vegan-ish to full-time vegan? This guided journal is here
to help! Going vegan doesn’t need to be a scary, drastic change! With the right guide you don’t need to cut out your favorite foods or restock
your home with a new pantry—you can jump head first into a fully vegan lifestyle. In 12 short weeks you can transition to whatever level of
veganism is right for you and make it a transformation that will last. Going Vegan: Your Daily Planner includes easy vegan recipes, detailed
nutritional information, and interactive journaling pages that let you track your water, food, and progress every day while creating delicious
meals that keep you happy and healthy…all while staying animal-friendly. Get inspired by this motivational daily planner and take the next
steps towards making your own vegan diet a success.
Calling all vegans: it’s your turn at the grill! BBQ, make way for VBQ: smoky, succulent, and completely plant–based barbecued fare. Nadine
Horn and Jörg Mayer have transformed the art of grilling into a veggie lover’s feast—complete with Grilled Bok Choy and Peppered Tofu
Steak and everything in between. Here are over 80 recipes to satisfy every craving for food that’s fresh and fiery: BBQ classics: Eggplant Hot
Dogs, Cauliflower Cutlets, Pulled Mushrooms Sandwiches Savory sides and sauces: Crunchy Coleslaw, Grilled Potato Salad, Cashew Sour
Cream Global inventions: Eggplant Gyros, Tandoori Tofu Skewers, Vietnamese Pizza Over 100 mouth–watering photos prove it: VBQ takes
everything you love about BBQ and adds a kick of color, creativity, and flavor. Plus, Horn and Mayer’s illustrated guide to tools and
techniques takes the guesswork out of using a chimney starter, getting the perfect char on your asparagus and tofu, and more. You’ll be a
vegan pitmaster in no time!
Move over meat! With Grills Gone Vegan, plant-based proteins, vegetables, and even fruits take centre stage on the grill to bring out their
rich, deep flavours. Veteran vegan chef and cookbook author Tamasin Noyes shows how readers can think beyond burgers and kebabs and
create everything from quick appetizers and sandwich fillings to side dishes and even a surprising array of sweets—all on the grill. Tamasin's
rubs and sauces make tofu, tempeh, and seitan explode with flavour, and her marinades infuse portobello mushrooms and other succulent
vegetables with savoury depth. Every recipe offers indoor cooking options, so readers can put together a satisfying and delectable grilled
meal in any weather or season, with any type of grilling equipment. Information is included on the art and science of the grilling process,
along with guidance for how to buy both outdoor and indoor grills and how to use smoker boxes. Tamasin also shares her tips for prepping
plant-based proteins and veggies so they can be grilled to perfection.
The genius of Raichlen meets the magic of vegetables. Celebrating all the ways to grill green, this mouthwatering, ground breaking cookbook
from America’s master griller” (Esquire) shows how to bring live fire or wood smoke to every imaginable vegetable. How to fire-blister
tomatoes, cedar-plank eggplant, hay-smoke lettuce, spit-roast brussels sprouts on the stalk, grill corn five ways—even cook whole onions
caveman-style in the embers. And how to put it all together through 115 inspired recipes. Plus chapters on grilling breads, pizza, eggs,
cheese, desserts and more. PS: While vegetables shine in every dish, this is not a strictly vegetarian cookbook—yes, there will be bacon.
“Raichlen’s done it again! I am so happy that he has turned his focus to the amazingly versatile yet underrated world of vegetables, creating
some of the most exciting ways to use live fire. If you love to grill and want to learn something new, then this is the perfect book for you.
Steven is truly the master of the grill!” –Jose Andres, Chef and Humanitarian “Destined to join Steven Raichlen’s other books as a
masterpiece. Just thumb through it, and you’ll understand that this is one of those rare must-have cookbooks–and one that planet Earth will
welcome.” –Nancy Silverton, Chef and Owner of Mozza restaurants
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